
 

                                                                                                                          

 

Class:  Amethyst  Date of project Term 1 and 2 2019 

 

Wow start: –  
Fair Trade 

Game: 

Cocoa 

Conundrum. 
 
 
 

Does where you 

live in the world 

effect how fair life 

is? 

Where does our 

chocolate  come 

from?  What is a 

fair trade banana?  

What plants and 

animals live in the 

tropics? 

How do we classify 

organisms? 
 

British Values-

How does a 

democracy 

help to make 

Britain fair? 
 

How can we play fair? 
Anti-bullying 
Life skills -peer 
Pressure. 
What is the impact on 
body of drugs, exercise, 
sleep and diet? 
 

R.E Is it better 

to express your 

beliefs in 

charity or arts? 

How can we 

make life fair 

for other 

children? 

How can we 

persuade 

people to take 

part in Fair 

Trade? 

Selling Fair 

Trade bakes. 

Project aims: A real life project with a PHSE/Geography focus. 

Children will learn about equality and what makes life fair/ unfair. 

They will study democracy in their country and how our government 

is organised to consider all people’s viewpoints. Compare their life to 

that of life in another developing country -  Kenya. 

 In Term 2 the children move on to how they can make a difference 

with 3 events: Organising and running Children In Need, collecting 

for local Food Bank and selling Fair Trade Bakes and promoting Fair 

Trade at the school Christmas fair. 

Learning in other subjects: 

P.E – Dance and gymnastics 

English- Narrative, diaries from different characters, letters, 

poems, persuasive writing. 

ART- William Morris – Sketching natural materials, patterns 

inspired by nature. 

D/T- Cooking with Fair Trade ingredients. 

French-Notre Ecole – Describing place and activities in 

school. 

Maths-Place value, calculation strategies including with 

fractions and decimals. 

 

Immersion:  

Large banana leaf backdrop, fair trade sign to construct with 

Fair Trade stickers as children try products (Time line 

underneath this large board). Friendship tree with words and 

messages to do with friendship written on the leaves (made 

during shuffle up week). Plantation living area, with crates and 

matting, floor cushions, willow fencing and roofing. 

 

 Significant text: 

Garbage King by Elizabeth Laird 

How Can We 

Make Life 

Fair? 

 



 

                                                                                                                          

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


